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Abstract: Big data is facing many challenges in different aspects, which appear in characteristics such as: Velocity, Volume, Value and Veracity. Processing and analysis of big data are challenging issues to acquire quality information in order to support accurate medical drug practice. The quality of data taxonomy is indicated by three basic elements: are meaningful, predication and decision-making. These elements have been encouraged in previous work that focused on the same challenges of big data. Consequently, the proposed approach preserves the quality of medical drug data toward meaningful data lake by clustering. It consists of four components. Data collection and pre-processing represent the first component in the data lake. Profile data is treated with semi-structured data to clean it up. The second component is extracting data through enforcing rules on whole data to produce different groups and generate weight based on constraints within groups. In component three, data is organized and clustering. This component complies with schema profiling referring to component two in the data lake. Weight outputs of component three are inputs for component four, where K-Mean clustering is applied to obtain different clusters. Each cluster presents an alternative drug to achieve meaningful drug data that is consistent with component three in the data lake. This paper addressed two main challenges; the first challenge is extracting meaningful data from big data; whereas the second challenge is using big data technique with K-Mean clustering algorithm. An experimental approach was followed through using Food and Drug Administration (FDA) data and symptoms in R framework. ANOVA statistical test was carried out to calculate sum of square error, P-Value and F-Value for the evaluation of variances between clusters and variances within clusters. The results showed the efficiency of the proposed approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of infrastructure systems in information technology at recent time has led to the explosion of huge amounts of data. This data was characterized by high velocity, huge volume, and high variety called big data. It includes multiple forms of data, such as: structured, unstructured and semi-structured data, from multiple data sources (e.g. social media, call phones, GPS, sensors, healthcare and IOT).

The massive amounts of data require several tools to be analyzed. Methods used must be effective and capable of storing data in repositories that realize these quantities of data at lowest possible cost, taking into consideration the cost of storage. Data lake concept was introduced to find solutions to challenges of big data in a centralized repository that captures and stores raw data in the same original formats described by metadata[1].

Data lake is characterized by the ability to adapt with new data formats with high flexibility and store different datasets from various data sources in the same data repository, such as structured data from traditional Database Management System, as well as different types of structured data, such as: images, videos, voice, texts, e-mails and IOT. This data contains attributes which are undefined previously. Data lake is characterized by flexibility compared to traditional decision support systems that need predefined attributes for a specific type of data. It also works to identify data structures when using data in real time[2, 3].

The challenge of data value is not clear or useless. Data lake works on discovering relationships among datasets whose contents are interlinked, analyzing and indexing them to extract high-value data with lower cost, as well as considering risks that data may face in the data lake in terms of data quality[4]. Raw data need description and interpretation, especially with the increasing number of data sources, which motivates to organize and describe data correctly and accurately to achieve high quality[5]. Lack of metadata services is attributed to the inability of data analysts to discover all datasets in the data lake. The challenge is how to deal with massive amounts of data from different data sources to extract meaningful and high-quality data[1].

There is a significant growth in the process of data generation, where some studies indicated that more than 44 Zettabyte will be generated in 2020, more than 80% of which is unstructured data. This massive growth limits data movement. Also, low cost of data lake allows for data replication and consumption of storage space. However, it constitutes a risk in terms of data governance, including data quality and data security, all of which can be constraints on data, so that data may be unable to move. This is called data gravity[2, 6].
In this paper, we will study semi-structured data (drug data) to produce meaningful data through obtaining alternative drug names. Each drug will have a brand name, a scientific name, a dose and strength. Our data source is: Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2, illustrates related previous work. In Section 3, our approach consisting of four main components is presented. The experimental approach using R framework is shown in Section 4. Finally, the results and conclusion of our work are presented in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

The data lake is a low-cost storage physical environment based on Hadoop technology. Data lake is a concept which embraces all enterprise data and moves them into one physical place. The concept addresses the veracity and the volume of big data characteristics. As the concept is linked to the big data wave, data lake methodology is applied with Hadoop. Data warehouse is associated with traditional relational database. So for structured data, it is viewed as more expensive but also as more mature. The data lake is associated with mixed types of data and datasets[7]. It is less expensive as it is based on Hadoop storage, but it is less mature. The tall array was used to handle out-of-memory data. Meaningful and accurate data was obtained from big data which is characterized by volume and veracity, where a large dataset was used and divided into small chunks commensurate with the memory (distributed filesystem)[8]. The data lake is viewed as a methodology. However, it’s not only a methodology, but rather an actual new data architecture solution composed by hardware, software and conceptual design[2].

According to ref[9], the data lake faces the following challenges:
1. Lack of ability to determine data quality, because the data lake focuses on data storage.
2. Because data structures are not predefined and less mature, the data lake requires metadata management.
3. Data nature requires that data is analyzed from scratch.

The workflow process is different between traditional warehouses and data lakes according to Khine and Wang[9], where processing in a warehouse is done by following ETL process. (E) Data is extracted from the databases first, (T) then come processing, cleaning data and converting them before the loading process. Last process is loading data into the warehouse (L). This approach is called schema-on-write approach. This means that data needs to be predefined for the schema before loading them. Data lakes do not need to predefine schemas and therefore the approach used in them is called the schema-on-read approach. Data is collected from sources to the data lake, which is the first process. The second process is adding metadata when loading data relying upon data analysis process, because a data lake does not contain predefined schemas data is then transformed into appropriate models by using metadata added in pre-processing for use in applications and services.

KAYAK works on data management to accelerate the data preparation process and data is processed in the data lake. Analysis tools work in KAYAK using schema-on-read through direct access to datasets which are store in the distributed file system which contains the metadata-catalogue that includes the profile for each dataset and associates datasets with each other, contributing to handle metadata and place data in the data lake in a manner suitable to facilitate its use. It also features tolerance which works on production preview of results thereby helping to continue the analysis process and calculations rapidly through increased execution. KAYAK provides a series of primitives that are predefined for the processes of preparation, analysis and data management in the data lake, collects metadata explicitly through specialized tools and then stores metadata attributes in a centralized catalogue to facilitate access to it through any task[10].

A flexible virtual data lake was created to retrieve large geospatial datasets that are integrated and specific. The klimatic architecture was executed in three stages, aiming to include geospatial data covering all regions as well as many variables and years. The first stage is crawling and scraping publicly accessible data. The largest number of public geospatial files is collected from data sources and downloaded. The second stage in klimatic architecture is extracting metadata and indexing. Each dataset is added to an extraction queue and processed. The third stage is loading data into virtual data lake storage. The content of the datasets is converted to relational format to accelerate retrieval and integration. After data is loaded into the data lake, the query response is provided through a query interface using Flask and Python[11]. Both[10, 11] pointed out the importance of metadata to links and content of the datasets is converted to relational format.

Data is collected in the data lake and managed in NoSQL databases where schema is free and flexible, which allows heterogeneous data to be stored easily. A series of derived schema versions was used instead of a global scheme or a single scheme, taking into account inclusion dependencies and discovery of unnecessary changes such as moved or copied data by using algorithms to derive dependencies. In this work, the process of development of schema versions was understood through knowledge of structures, data semantics and changes that may occur over time to make the analysis process effective, useful and yield the required results[12].

Quality and meaningful data were obtained in the healthcare sector where Westra et al [13], electronic healthcare records (EHRs) have been used effectively and clinical and managerial data has been reused to improve quality and facilitate healthcare processes. Administrative data describes the context of healthcare. Data in repositories is missing and needs to be standardized and contained in data repositories side by side with clinical data.

Network-based model was used to extracting knowledge from the data stored in a data lake to uniformly represent the structured, semi-structured and unstructured sources of a lake, which is one of successful solutions for managing big data[14].
Web log files have been analyzed to improve websites and create meaningful data by identifying link connections that occur on websites. Three tasks are performed: pre-processing, pattern discovery and pattern analysis. In the pre-processing phase, data is collected to create a dataset before the appropriate process to provide structured, reliable and integrated data sources through data cleansing, transaction identification, coordination and aggregation in meaningful sessions. The web log structures are then determined and every access to the web page is recorded in the web server's log file. Transaction identification creates meaningful clusters of references per user. After pre-processing, log entries are broken into logical clusters. The path analysis method is applied to analyze pre-processed web log data files and perform link analysis between web links to extract important link rules, patterns and statistics and remove irrelevant rules and statistics between large groups of web links[15].

CLAMS system works to enforce complex quality constraints on large datasets in the data lake, store heterogeneous data and record data sources. First, data is transformed in its various formats (semi-structured and unstructured) to RDF triples, then loaded into HDFS at the stage of data ingestion. Then, constraints are built in the next stage by providing interactive user interfaces to examine detected quality rules. A set of specific constraints is effectively enforced through activating an algorithm that works to detect errors and data that does not match with specific constraints[16].CLAMS system is consistent with our approach, where the first step in the approach is to collect data obtained from its sources and transform it into semi-structured format. Rules will be enforced on all data obtained based on the scientific name of the drug to be converted into a structured form. This step produces a different set for each scientific name of drug; i.e. we make a cluster based on scientific names of drugs (Value). After obtaining organized sets of data for scientific names in the previous step, we enforce constraints on the resulting sets to generate weights for items in each group. In the final stage, we apply K-Means clustering to group data based on weight to collect the minimum points, producing low variation within clusters. This variation increases across clusters. Through these procedures in our approach, we reach the acquisition of data that has similarity attributes to obtain alternative drugs. So, we obtain high quality and meaningful data in the data lake by utilizing and exploiting the same data obtained from data sources.

In another work consistent with our approach, the framework for content metadata management (CM4DL) is considered. It represents all types of profiles and supports analytical discovery of content relationships in the data lake. This work refers to the importance of metadata in possible formats to support a process information profiling, where data profile describes the value of dataset and schema profile describes the schema of dataset to arrive at information profiling, where different attributes from different datasets are matched[17].

We indicated the importance of metadata in the data lake, where metadata was extracted and indexed. Schema versions have been used instead of global schema to understand data structure, change over time and date history. This effectively contributes to data analysis yielding meaningful results.

Metadata, schema, ontology and RDF are all operations to find relationships between different datasets before conducting data analysis.

Many keys were mentioned to create a successful data lake. Machine learning algorithms were applied to reach business value[9]. This corresponds to our approach to achieve meaningful and quality data. In our approach, we applied clustering algorithm.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The approach consists of four components. The first one is data collection and pre-processing component to obtain clear data content and present datasets to be the input to component two that involves the clustering method to find groups that are similar in attributes and start the first round of clustering. The third component organizes data clusters, where it generates weights of the groups that resulted from the previous step. The last component is analyzing data, where K-Means clustering is applied which represents the second round of clustering to acquire meaningful drug data. Each component involves treating the characteristics of big data as follows; the first component achieves volume, while the second and third components achieve variety and component four achieves value. This ensures the main objective of the paper to be fulfilled. We will demonstrate the design of our approach via each component and illustrate the levels of processes. Figure 1 illustrates the data flow of the approach.

A. Data Collection and Pre-process

The first level of the first component is to input big datasets as a first step to apply this approach.

![Fig. 1. Approach to Preserve Quality of Medical Drug Data toward Meaningful Data Lake by Clustering.](image)
Datasets are applied from Food and drug Administration (FDA), identifying drug products approved on the basis of safety and effectiveness and containing a number of attributes that support our research requirements to arrive at alternative drugs. Fourteen attribute and 35840 records are considered.

**Step 1:** Determining the dataset address: (https://www.fda.gov/drugs/drug-approvals-and-databases/drugsfda-data-files). Downloading Orange Book dataset, which contains the kind of the drug file content in semi-structured from. The file format is: Comma Separated Values (CSV), which means not fully standardized, where attributes are clear and facile to handle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ingredient</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The active ingredient of the drug (Scientific Name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage Form; Route of Administration</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The drug dosage form and route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Name</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The brand name of the product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicant</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The firm name holding legal responsibility for the new drug application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The potency of the active ingredient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Drug Application Type</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The type of new drug application approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Drug Application Number</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>The FDA number assigned to the application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Number</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>The FDA number assigned to identify the application products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic Equivalence (TE) Code</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The TE code which indicates the therapeutic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval Date</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The date the product was approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Listed Drug (RLD)</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>Drug product approved under section 505(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Standard (RS)</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>Drug product selected by FDA that an applicant is seeking approval of an ANDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The group or category of approved drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicant Full Name</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The full name of the firm holding legal responsibility for the new drug application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 2:** Presenting and extracting attribute contents. Table I explains the attributes based on three elements, which are: attribute name, data type and description.

After finishing the level of data collection, view and awareness attributes, the second step in component one is pre-processing.

After presenting data, we need to iterate processes and methods to make both attributes and contents clear and ensure that they exist in a manner which is consistent with our requirements. To define all value effects in the final result, such as missing values, spaces and duplicated rows, we detect and deal with them at the pre-processing level which is preparing data. In this paper, we adopted the R framework data analysis, which provides a comprehensive set of pre-processing tools and unsupervised tools, including the clustering algorithm that we will use. At this level of processing, the data is noisy.

We first apply pre-processing techniques to facilitate the data analysis process and data adaptation with the algorithm. After applying a number of pre-processing techniques, the data obtained is considered a high-quality and reliable data which is ready to be applied to data analysis, and clustering algorithm and techniques of pre-processing that we will use.

• **Selected Attributes**

The technique of selected attributes is the first technique we will use to filter data based on attributes and contents. We identify our important attributes and get rid of irrelevant attributes or duplicate. We define the attributes required in our field to complete the rest of the data cleaning operations as the table II shows the attributes selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trade Name</td>
<td>The brand name of the product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingredient</td>
<td>The active ingredient of the drug (Scientific Name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>The potency of the active ingredient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage Form; Route of Administration</td>
<td>The drug dosage form and route</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After applying the selected process and identifying the important attributes, the contents of each attribute must be checked in terms of proper existence. Missing values that appear in the class attributes mean that there is a content that should be ignored and solved by deleting outliers.

• **Remove marginal spaces**

We remove the spaces between data contents, so that they do not affect the results in a negative way or take wrong values or ignored values from the content.

• **Eliminate duplicated rows**

We apply the last technique of pre-processing which is to remove the duplicates, where we delete the duplicated rows. This is important to make later analysis processes more sufficient and of better quality.

In the data lake, the nature of data must be consolidated to arrive at meaningful data that we obtain at the pre-processing level. At this level, data volume is also reduced by using ‘Preprocess’ Package in the R framework (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/PreProcess/index.html). At this level, it is focused on attributes and content in order to input clean data to the second component.

Represents preprocessing technique is consisted with the work of first component in the data lake which is profiling data component which describe the content value data.

B. Extraction Component

Results of the pre-processing procedure will be the input to the extraction component. First, we enforce retrieval rules (Rule one) that match obtaining divided data (groups) by investigating the matching between the content attributes to reach different trade names with the same attributes (ingredient and strength).

**Rule One:**

If Drug X (Ingredient&&& Strength) == = Drug Y (Ingredient&&& Strength) Then put in same group

Metadata has been added to this component by enforcing rule one as a basis for establishing relationships between the contents of drug names. At this level of the approach, different data sets are created that have relationships connecting each group (Rule One). Metadata contributes to our data maturity, because the data structure is not predefined (schema-on-read). This level presents the first round of clustering of the approach.

C. Organizes Data Clusters.

The produced groups are entered to the third component for generating weights of these groups.

We use groups of properties in the previous component that include category and numeric data (mixed data). There are correlation relationships between the active ingredient attribute and its strength (matching) with reference to rule one. Also, the dose attribute can be identical between drugs within each group and may be different. We used these properties for creating new features to discover unobserved relationships in our data through generating a feature weight for each drug within groups, via enforcing constraints on dose attribute (Rule two). This makes the K-Mean clustering algorithm work better in the next component, as it deals with numerical data.

Finding the dose-shape attribute: Dose; Route; i.e. (X;Y). If the attribute is identical in the group, it takes the same weight for drugs. If there is a partial match in the attribute; i.e. (Z;Y), it takes a weight which is close to the previous weight. Whenever there is any degree of similarity for a close dose attribute, it takes a closer weight and vice versa.

**Rule Two:**

If (Dose==Dose && Rout==Rout) 
Weight = N

Else if (Dose==Dose && Rout!=Rout) 
Weight = N+1

Else if (Dose!=Dose && Rout==Rout) 
Weight = N+1

Else if (Dose!=Dose && Rout!=Rout) 
Weight = N+2

Extraction component and organizing data clusters component comply with the work of the second component in the data lake, which is schema profiling component which describes the schema of datasets and deals with variety data, because the natural data is found in schema-on-read format, through two components dealing with discovering relationships.

D. Analyzing Data.

Clustering for the second time in our approach by using K-Mean clustering in grouping weights based on the minimum distance.

This is done by identifying the centroid of each group, then the distance between objects and centroid is calculated. The last step gathers results based on minimum distance and puts them in the same cluster number. This is complementary to the first round of clustering in component two, but with obtaining more accurate relationships. K-Mean algorithm classifies elements based on features which are similar when the distance between elements is equal to zero. We get meaningful data, where drugs having minimum distance proximity or a distance equal to zero are alternative drugs.

**IF** (Drug X. Weight &&&Drug Y. Weight) 
== = distance zero between drugs

**THEN** return to alternative drug

The work of component four complies with that of the third component in the data lake which is the information profiling component where metadata is profiled to match different attributes from different datasets.

Enforced two rules; the first rule is for dividing data into different groups which is the first round in the clustering process, while the second rule is used to generate feature weights to extract relationships in our dataset to input the results to the second round of clustering (K-Mean).

Accessing meaningful and quality data at the end of our approach helps support the medical sector to obtain alternative drugs. In the next section, we present and discuss the experiments carried out to realize and evaluate our approach.

IV. EXPERIMENT

We present the experimental approach to preserve the quality of medical drug data toward meaningful data in the data lake by clustering. We take each component separately and describe all experimental steps using R framework, explain steps of work and analyze the results of each component. The FDA considers that medicines are equivalent and alternative if three conditions are met: if the drug is found with the same active ingredient; corresponding strength; same dose and route administration. Depending on previous equivalent conditions of the drugs, we applied the first technique in pre-processing, which is selecting attributes manually in our scope of research. Table III shows name attributes selected from the dataset and the rest of attributes have been deleted, because they are out of our research scope. Some attributes contain missing values that cannot be used. The four most important attributes in our research are as follows: we selected the first attribute which is the trade name which refers to the brand names of the drugs.
The second attribute is the ingredient which represents the composition of chemical drugs or the so-called active ingredient of a drug. This ingredient can be replicated in more than one trade name for a drug. The third attribute is strength, which represents the potency of ingredient in each drug. We can find a trade name of a drug containing an ingredient that has one or more strength. The last attribute selected was dose form and route of administration.

Through the last three attributes, we look at similarities and differences between drug names. In the data collection component, we create object which includes these attributes for the procedure of data analysis in R repository and any change which occurs in data within this object in the component is taken into account. By ingredient, strength and dose for each drug, medications can be obtained which are considered alternatives, provided that similarity exists in the active ingredient, its strength and dose. In case of ingredient similarity and strength difference, it is not considered an alternative drug. Selection of attributes process reduces volume of data to become 35840 rows and four variables instead of fourteen variables, we had. The four most important attributes have been selected in our research.

In the pre-processing operation, we remove the duplicates, where we delete the duplicated rows based on matching in the trade name, ingredient, strength and dose. 20873 duplicate rows have been deleted, where the data was 35840 rows before the deletion process. After deleting the duplicates, the number of rows became 14977.

Figure 2 illustrates the results of data collection and pre-processing component and the change observed in data volume. Pre-processing techniques have significantly reduced volume of data and data became clearer after elimination. Data has become of quality after applying pre-processing techniques. Pre-processing techniques which we used in our approach in the first component of the data lake represent profiling data, which works to describe the value content of the datasets.

Depending on equivalence conditions of the drugs which were previously mentioned in the first component based on FDA, we have built a rule one to divide data into different groups.

Each group presents different drug names with content matching in terms of ingredient and strength. Figure 3 illustrates the results of each group produced, where the ingredient value is OH and the strength value is five for five different drug names. This means that resulting groups are equal in the active ingredient and its strength. The number of groups produced at the extraction component is 8568 groups indicating the first round of clustering where data has become more valuable than previously.

Through the resulting groups, this component represents the first round of clustering in our approach via our previous processes. Here, we used the filter function in R framework.

In this component, we handle the property of data Varity, because the nature of this data is schema-on-read, where we work to find relationships between different attributes.

The last process in our approach is to measure the clustering rate using ANOVA statistical analysis, which determines whether the variability between groups is larger than the variability of the observations within the groups. Sum of Square Error (SSE), F-Value and P-Value are used. The evaluation results of our approach. The value of SSE represents the variation in the group. The greater the error value, the greater the signal of variation in the group. The value is positive when approaching zero or being equal to zero. The value of our SSE equals 0.08170503, which indicates the lack of variation in the groups and yields very positive results.

F-value is used to determine whether the variability between groups is larger than the variability of the observations within the groups. We obtained an F-Value of 14.823 indicating that the probability is low enough. Where the F-Value is less than zero, we can conclude that not all the groups are equal.

The P-Value indicates effects among groups. We obtained a P-Value equal to 0.0001186, which is less than the value of alpha α (0.05).

Applying our approach preserves quality medical drug data (semi-structured) toward meaningful data in the data lake by clustering. Using R-framework allows access to meaningful data of high-quality and arrival at alternative drug names that have the same effectiveness. This contributes to supporting medical opinion to pharmacists, the health sector and investors in this field.
V. RESULT AND CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results to provide meaningful alternative medical drugs by applying an approach that preserves the quality of medical drug data toward meaningful data in the data lake by clustering. It also provides a comparison with relevant studies on clustering algorithms and shows how suitable the results we achieved are by ANOVA statistical test using R framework for the evaluation of variances between clusters and variances within clusters.

The biodiversity of humans and wildlife as well as the conservation of wild areas have been studied [18], where K-Mean clustering was used to obtain homogeneous groups. To determine the differences among groups and relationships among them through using AVOVA test. Results are shown in TableIII.

Table III: Comparison of Results with Sponsarks[18]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes toward wolf</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf Management</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The resulting P-Value equal to 0.001 and in our approach the P-Value is equal to 0.000186. Our result appears better than that of the previous work, as the P-Value is closer to zero, indicating greater effect and variability among the groups. The P-Value is less than 0.05, which emphasizes the existence of significant differences between groups and substantial relationships relating data each group.

The sum of square error was used between clusters obtained according to Li, Gao, & Jiao[19].

In the mentioned previous work, a Sum of Square Error (SSE) ratio of 0.0125 was obtained using Feature Weighted Fuzzy K-Mean (FWFKMe), while a ratio of 0.1554 was obtained using Fuzzy K-Mean (FKMe) indicating that data has multi-dimensional features and is divided into three categories. Our experimental results showed a Sum of Square Error ratio of 0.0817 using K-Mean clustering algorithm. Two rules were built using semi-structured data format and our approach has achieved more accurate clusters compared with feature weighted clustering algorithm (FKMe).

Table IV: Comparison of Results with Li, & Jiao[19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>SSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach</td>
<td>0.0817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy K-Mean(FKMe)</td>
<td>0.1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Weight K-Mean (FWFKMe)</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows a comparison of results between Fuzzy K-Mean (FKMe), Feature Weight K-Mean (FWFKMe) in the previous work and our approach which preserves the quality of medical drug data (semi-structured) toward meaningful data in the data lake by clustering.

This paper addressed two main challenges; the first challenge is extracting meaningful data from big data; whereas the second challenge is using big data technique with K-Mean clustering algorithm.

The approach consists of four components to handle the characteristics of big data component (handles value). Four handles value. The approach is suitable for data that has big data characteristic, such as Volume, Variety and Value.

The paper summarized as follows:

- The approach was utilized by R framework to provide clusters to support medical opinion by obtaining alternative drug names that correspond in practice to a medical drug.
- The approach treats the 3Vs of big data with an appropriate mechanism.
- Our approach used K-Mean clustering with categorical and numerical data with big data characteristics.
- It proposes a new approach to extract meaningful and quality data in order to represent the semi-structured data of a data lake.
- It characterized data in the form of characters with no specific categorization, where weights are generated for data in a systematic manner based on similarity of attributes through the enforcement of constraints (extract metadata).

The effectiveness of the approach has been demonstrated through FDA dataset. According to the obtained results, data is divided and weights are generated by applying K-Mean algorithm which is considered a powerful tool for obtaining alternative drug names that correspond in practice to a drug. In the future, multi-rules, multi-clustering algorithms and many feature selections can be used for more accurate results, as well as to obtain dataset content with more attributes to combine more than one drug and give them an alternative drug in case of a compound active ingredient of the drug. The approach used in this paper preserves the quality of medical drug data toward meaningful data in the data lake by clustering in big data scope. It has a positive effect that supports pharmacists and doctors to diagnose patients and give the appropriate alternative drug if the requested drug is not available, provided that the alternative drug has the same efficiency. It also helps health care domain, where big data is utilized to take the right decision. Last but not least the approach supports increasing investments in the health sector as well as in pharmaceutical companies.

![Fig. 4. Comparison of Our Approach with (FKMe) and (FWFKMe) in Terms of Sum of Square Error (SSE).](image-url)
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